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AJAX Packed Salesboom Version 8 Unveiled
Salesboom.com  provider of pre-integrated on demand CRM and ERP unveiled Salesboom Version 8.
Packed with new Ajax and RIA features to save users time, v8 also includes Human Resource 
Management, Employee Management, Commissions and Expense Management, unlimited custom tabs 
and fields and over 120 new features. Building on our all inclusive Software-as-a-Service that includes 
pre-integrated front and back-office software on demand, Salesboom v8 stretches the boundaries of 
business computing by delivering an offering not yet seen in the on demand CRM space. 

Salesboom v8 will be a no cost, seamless upgrade for all current Salesboom customers, registered 
30-day web trial users. Much work on v8 also went into upgrading the customization and Integration 
capabilities of the on demand platform that powers Salesboom CRM. "I would be lying if I told you this
release was not our biggest release to date, with v8 we feel we have built the foundation to graduate 
Salesboom to new heights. Our partners and customers are ecstatic," says Rami Hamodah, President 
and Co-founder of Salesboom. 

Adding Rich Internet Application (RIA) components as part of the CRM makes Salesboom more 
intuitive and time saving for users, which increases adoption of the CRM. With many new features such
as Salesboom Suggest , Contact and Lead Rolodex, and Ajax Calendar Salesboom users are 
empowered with greater control and maneuverability of information while cutting down on navigation 
time and page refreshes. "With v8 one of our main goals was to orient our products to look and feel 
more like a desktop application, providing our users with greater fluency of movement and data 
control," commented Troy Muise, CEO and Co-founder of Salesboom. "Our customers are the guiding
light, and we are proud to fulfill their requests such as Expense Tracking, HR, Employee Management, 
Mass Data Management, and enhanced Mail Merge features that will further simplify our users' day." 
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